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/ Some claimed tt this was the land of the Edomites but when Dr. Gluick went in

1940 he found out tha his, though in the land of Edom, had no Edomite influence but




4' was all influenced by Palestinian people. We will find, that we will always be safe to

take what the Bible says and stand on it. Of course we cannot prove everything that

is in the Bible but the places that can be proved or have been proved have beei. found

to be just as the Bible said. Mr. H.G. Well's statement was found to he absolutely

wrong. Surely we can take the staements of Christ and stand on them--we can know

what Christ says is true and. accept the things He says about eternal life as just as

true and thus be sure of eternal life .... prayer.

Record s--a personal letter
M;"'-

Record #2l,boginning with the break--Other problems have been discussed over and

over in the past 100 years but the science of archeoloj is comparatively recent. I
article

have recently a-itten a short on it but there are no large books 'zritten thereon.

Nevertheless the facts are there and the principles are there. The name c± the book is

"Modern Science and Christian Faith "--True, it deals with oxther subjects in the

Bible--a new version or a revised edition is coming out in the Fall and this might of

much help to all of you. Today there are many Seminaries and. colleges that have

taken over the higher critical theories. One of the greatest archeologists in the

world, though violently disagreed with by some--his father was a Methodist missionary

in South America but when he came to the States he accepted all the teachings of

higher criticism but when he went to work in the field where he found things that

confirmed the Bible he would rejoice but when he would find things that su.poorted

the anti-biblical view he remained s;-lent thereon. In all this is was unicue from

the average archaeologist.

Record 22--When you come across a teacher that tries to slant just minor

pieces of evidence against the Biblical view point etc.--you will almost invariably

find, that there was a time when these truths were instilled into his life, ,and he is

now afraid that some of the truths will cro up so he does all in his ower to slam

the Word of Cod,--there seem to be two t:,'es of archeologists. One that says the Bible

is 11 wrong and. the other that says "The Bible is not wrong yet". It is true that

many of these eiscoveries are made by roan :hich do not 'uolieve the Bible. If they are
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